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Abstract 

Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulation has been used to predict structural transitions of the 

breathing metal-organic framework (MOF) MIL-53(Sc) in response to changes in temperature over the range 

100 – 623 K and adsorption of CO2 from 0 – 0.9 bar at 196 K. The method has for the first time been shown to 

predict successfully both temperature-dependent structural changes as well as the structural response to 

variable sorbate uptake of a flexible MOF. AIMD employing dispersion-corrected density functional theory 

accurately simulates the experimentally observed closure of MIL-53(Sc) upon solvent removal and the 

transition of the empty MOF from the closed-pore phase to the very-narrow-pore phase (symmetry changes 

from P 21/c to C 2/c) upon temperature increase, indicating that it is able directly to take account of entropic 

as well as enthalpic effects. Similar AIMD simulations were also deployed to mimic the CO2 adsorption of 

MIL-53(Sc) in silico by allowing the MIL-53(Sc) framework to evolve freely in response to CO2 loadings 

selected by reference to the experimental two-step adsorption isotherm. These AIMD simulations successfully 

predict and so enable the structure determination of the two CO2-containing intermediate and large-pore 

phases observed by experimental synchrotron X-ray diffraction studies upon increasing CO2 pressure: this 

would not have been possible for the intermediate structure via conventional methods because of diffraction 

peak broadening. Furthermore, the strong and anisotropic peak broadening observed for the intermediate 

structure is explained in terms of fluctuations of the framework predicted by the AIMD simulations. 

Fundamental insights from the molecular-level interactions further revealed the origin of the breathing of 

MIL-53(Sc) upon temperature variation and CO2 adsorption. These simulations illustrate the power of the 

AIMD method for the prediction and understanding of the behavior of flexible microporous solids.  
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1. Introduction 

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)
1
 (also known as porous coordination polymers

2
) are hybrid porous solids 

that represent an extensive family of crystalline materials realized through a modular synthesis from metal 

centers and organic ligands. Breathing MOFs combine ‘regularity’ with ‘softness’ by exhibiting large, 

reversible structural deformation (softness) upon the action of various external physical (e.g., temperature or 

mechanical pressure) or chemical (e.g., guest-molecule inclusion) stimuli without losing crystallinity or bond 

breaking (regularity).
3,4

 This phenomenon is characterized by pronounced reversible structural transitions 

between two (or more) states resulting from the expansion or contraction of the three-dimensional porous 

framework. The associated large variations in unit cell volume, sometimes as much as 40 to 270%,
5,6

 give rise 

to promising applications of these breathing MOFs in numerous fields ranging from gas storage and 

separation to drug encapsulation and delivery.
7,8

  

Among these soft porous solids, the trivalent metal (M
3+

; M = Cr, Al, Fe, Sc, etc.) terephthalate MIL-53 (MIL 

stands for Materials of Institute Lavoisier) is one of the most widely studied of all MOFs, because of its ability 

to change crystal structure markedly in response to changing temperature and guest-molecule adsorption 

(Figure 1).
5,9-11

 The compounds belonging to the MIL-53 family are built up from chains of μ2-OH corner-

sharing MO4(OH)2 octahedra linked via terephthalate linkers to define a three-dimensional ordered network 

with one-dimensional diamond-shaped channels. One intriguing feature of the MIL-53 family is the 

dramatically different breathing behavior observed for the different M
3+

 centers. The MIL-53(Cr) solid,
5
 for 

example, exhibits either an orthorhombic large-pore (lp) form (Figure 1e) – favored by dehydration, higher 

temperatures and larger adsorbate uptakes – or a monoclinic narrow-pore (np) form (Figure 1d) found at 

lower temperatures and lower uptakes.  

The iron analogue, MIL-53(Fe), shows a more complex breathing behavior,
12,13

 with the dehydrated material 

adopting a very-narrow-pore (vnp) form (C 2/c symmetry) that takes up CO2 to give an intermediate (int) 

staged form before opening sequentially to give the np and lp forms. Our own studies of the scandium 

analogue
11,14

 indicate a similarly complex, but crystallographically distinct breathing behavior in response to 

solvent removal, temperature variation and adsorption of H2O and CO2. Upon removal of solvent 

dimethylformamide (DMF) occluded in the as-prepared form, the MIL-53(Sc) does not open but instead 

contracts to give a closed-pore (cp) form (P 21/c symmetry) distinct from the vnp form (Figures 1a and b) and 

without accessible porosity to N2 or CO2. The solid remains in the cp form between 100 and 573 K with a 

gradual expansion in the unit cell volume in response to increasing temperature, followed by a transition at 

623 K to a vnp form with C 2/c symmetry which is isostructural to MIL-53(Fe)-vnp.
13

 The transition 

complexity of MIL-53(Sc) goes beyond this sensitive response to temperature variation. Hydrating MIL-

53(Sc)-cp at room temperature, for example, leads to MIL-53(Sc)-H2O in the so-called intermediate (int) 

phase (in triclinic symmetry; Figure 1c) where half of the channels are partially open due to the uptake of 

water molecules while the others are empty and closed.
11

 The carbon dioxide adsorption isotherm of MIL-
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53(Sc)
11,14

 is different from that reported for MIL-53(Cr) or MIL-53(Fe). An initial region of zero uptake is 

followed by two steps: the first at 2 – 3 mmol g
-1

 and the second to 13 mmol g
-1

. The latter was attributed to 

full opening to the lp form (Figure 1e), as observed for various solids of the MIL-53 structure type upon 

uptake of large amounts of adsorbates.
5,9,15,16

 However, no in situ diffraction data was available to confirm the 

presence of the lp form or to establish the structure responsible for uptakes from 2 – 3 mmol g
-1

. 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation, together with examples, of the different structural forms of MIL-53 

observed for different metals: (a), cp; (b), vnp; (c), int; (d), np; and (e), lp. Color code: gray, carbon; red, 

oxygen; and green, metal. 

(a) M = Sc

(b) M = Sc, Fe

(c) M = Sc, Fe

(d) M = Fe, Cr

(e) M = Fe, Cr
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A considerable number of multidisciplinary studies have been devoted to understanding the structural 

transformations observed for breathing MOFs of the MIL-53 type and others.
16-21

 In particular, MIL-53(Cr), a 

textbook example of bi-stable (i.e., lp ↔ np transition) breathing MOFs, has been extensively explored. Some 

well-established experimental methods that are routinely deployed include: (1) manometric/gravimetric and 

microcalorimetric measurements for studying a variety of adsorbate molecules; (2) in situ techniques (e.g., X-

ray diffraction, infrared or Raman spectroscopy) to, for example, locate adsorbates in the pores or probe the 

nature of adsorption sites; and (3) quasi-elastic neutron scattering experiments to help understand the 

dynamics of a probe molecule in a host MOF.
7,22

 Hand-in-hand with the experimental effort, theoretical 

investigations have also been carried out for breathing MOFs on different length and/or time scales.
23-27

 The 

richness of the insights provided by computational methodologies spans from mechanistic details realized 

through a quantum mechanical (QM) description of the electronic structure of the system
13,28

 – primarily 

relying on static calculations at density functional theory (DFT) level – to macroscopic thermodynamic 

information on the sample level, which can provide insight into, for instance, the interplay between the 

adsorbent elasticity and guest molecule adsorption.
27,29

 In particular, force field-based molecular simulation 

studies, both Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular dynamics (MD),
30

 have made substantial contributions 

towards elucidating microscopic mechanisms that govern the structural deformations.
17,21,23,24,31-36

  

MD simulation is particularly suited to coupling with experiment to study MOF breathing phenomena by 

giving a detailed description of the system of interest on the atomic/molecular level. As the simulation results 

in points in phase space that are connected in time, it can provide an evolving picture for the breathing 

behavior, which readily conveys valuable details on, for instance, how cooperative movements of the 

framework ligands, together with the interactions between the inorganic and organic moieties, facilitate the 

major structural changes of the MIL-53 solids.
3,31

 Moreover, information concerning the kinetics and 

energetics of the breathing can be extracted from MD simulations to help reveal collective effects of the guest-

guest, guest-host and sometimes host-host interactions. Up to now, most MD studies present in the literature 

that aim to capture the breathing phenomena of MOFs made use of tailor-made flexible force fields for the 

framework. Such force fields are usually arrived at either by employing accurate QM calculations
37

 or via a 

combination of chemical intuition, existing force fields, and an iterative process to tune the parameters to 

reproduce the experimental data.
23

 Despite being very successful in not only reproducing but also helping 

interpret many structural and dynamical properties of the breathing of MOFs, force field-based MD simulation 

only has been applied to a handful of selected structures. From a simulation point of view, the lack of suitable 

force fields and the effort involved in developing a new force field are to blame. These problems may be 

avoided by using DFT based ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulation techniques (also called DFT-

MD or first-principles MD).
38-40

 Since finite temperature dynamics is developed with forces obtained directly 

from first-principles electronic structure calculations, made ‘on the fly’, AIMD simulations, in principle, allow 

for an accurate and unbiased investigation of the chemical processes of interest. In addition, they can be more 

predictive compared to the force-field approach, mainly because pre-defined force fields only can be expected 
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to reproduce the chemical events against which they are parameterized prior to the simulations. Consequently, 

AIMD simulations are successfully used in multiple fields of chemistry.
41-45

 However, their application to the 

field of MOFs is still rare.
20,46,47

  

In this contribution, we probe and so provide insights into the temperature and CO2 adsorption-related 

breathing phenomena of MIL-53(Sc) by means of AIMD simulations and in situ synchrotron X-ray powder 

diffraction (XRPD) experiments. As stated above, MIL-53(Sc) has been studied less than its counterparts 

MIL-53(Cr) and MIL-53(Fe) and its complex structural transformations, which are different from those of the 

Cr or Fe version, have yet to be fully measured or understood.
11,14

 The MIL-53(Sc) material was therefore an 

ideal subject for a joint computational AIMD and experimental XRPD study that is the first of its kind. First, 

we demonstrate a modeling scheme based on AIMD simulation that not only enables a correct prediction of 

the structural changes of MIL-53(Sc) in response to temperature variation but also provides a molecular-level 

explanation for them. Then, through a synergic combination of the AIMD simulations and experimental 

evidence, we determine and elucidate structural transformations upon CO2 adsorption and in addition explain 

features of the experimental diffraction pattern that only MD simulations of this type can predict directly. 

 

2. Results and discussion 

2.1 Structural Response to Temperature Variation at Zero Guest-Molecule Loading 

In a previous work,
14

 some of us reported the novel cp structural form of MIL-53(Sc) upon removal of the 

guest molecules. Interestingly, the evacuated structure exhibited unusual thermal behavior. The framework 

underwent a gradual expansion of the unit cell in response to the increasing temperature until it changed 

symmetry from P 21/C to C 2/c at 623 K. The structures obtained at the different temperatures were 

successfully refined against the XRPD patterns in the same work. Owing to the availability and, more 

importantly, the subtlety of the structural changes simply caused by varying temperature, these experimental 

structures provide an ideal test case for critically assessing our computational approach. To mimic the 

experiments in silico, the as-prepared MIL-53(Sc), containing solvent molecules (DMF),
11

 was used as the 

starting configuration for the framework. The DMF molecules were removed from the framework prior to the 

simulations, analogous to the activation in the experiment. The structure, thereby denoted MIL-53(Sc)-

DMF(removed), was then used as a starting structure for AIMD simulations performed at three temperatures, 

namely 100, 293, and 623 K, which were among the ones investigated experimentally.
14

 Note all AIMD-

simulated structures reported here were generated by averaging the last portion of the AIMD trajectory (after 

equilibration), followed by an energy minimization at 0 K in conjunction with the time-averaged cell 

parameters. Computational procedures used to produce these structures are detailed in the Supporting 

Information (SI). The simulated cell parameters as well as their standard deviations are given in Table 1, 

together with the corresponding values from the experiments (in parentheses).
14

 For comparison, the starting 
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configuration for all these AIMD simulations, MIL-53(Sc)-DMF(removed), is also included in Table 1 (in 

parentheses) to illustrate the significant structural changes between the start and finish of the AIMD 

simulations. The atomic positions are provided in the SI. Table 1 shows that the agreement between the 

simulated and experimental unit cells is very good for all the three temperatures investigated (also see Figure 

S7 in the SI for comparison of the XRPD patterns). The discrepancies are very small and are, in most cases, 

within the statistical errors. A comparison of selected bond distances and angles between simulation and 

experiment is given in Table S4 in the SI.   

 

Table 1. Comparison of AIMD-Simulated and Experimental (in Parentheses)
a
 Cell Parameters for the cp (100 

and 293 K) and vnp (623 K) forms of MIL-53(Sc) 

T (K) a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) α (°) β (°) γ (°) V (Å
3
) 

100.00 20.22 ± 

0.08 

7.44 ± 

0.04 

11.35 ± 

0.06 

90.00 ± 

0.55 

103.60 ± 

0.52 

90.00 ± 

0.40 

1658.18 ± 7.82 

 (20.30) (7.33) (11.69) (90.00) (104.96) (90.00) (1680.75) 

293.00 20.33 ± 

0.14 

7.44 ± 

0.08 

11.48 ± 

0.13 

90.00 ± 

1.15 

104.07 ± 

1.09 

90.00 ± 

0.83 

1684.89 ± 

16.98 

 (20.33) (7.33) (11.84) (90.00) (105.21) (90.00) (1701.36) 

623.00 20.04 ± 

0.13 

7.42 ± 

0.20 

13.12 ± 

0.15 

89.58 ± 

3.25 

90.25 ± 2.17 90.36 ± 

2.39 

1950.77 ± 

43.39 

 (19.71) (7.27) (13.26) (90.00) (90.00) (90.00) (1901.65) 

starting
b
 

(19.34) (7.30) (18.36) (90.00) (90.00) (90.00) (2593.16) 

a
 Experimental data were taken from the work of Mowat et al.

14
 

b
 The experimental MIL-53(Sc)-DMF(removed) structure

11
 was used as the starting configuration for the 

simulations at the three temperatures.  

 

In both the experiments and the simulations, remarkable cell volume reductions were observed when 

removing the DMF molecules from the as-prepared framework; for instance, the structure shrank by as much 

as 35% at 100 K. Moreover, the AIMD trajectories suggest that structural contractions at all the three 

temperatures occurred almost immediately after the simulations started, implying that the as-prepared 

structure with DMF removed is thermodynamically unfavorable. It is also clear, from the standard deviations 

in Table 1, that considerably larger fluctuations (in the simulated cell parameters) are associated with the 

structure at 623 K and, on the whole, the higher the temperature, the larger the amplitude of these fluctuations 

(also see Figure S6 in the SI). This observation is, of course, in accordance with thermodynamic principles.  

Besides the gradual expansion of the structure, rotation of the chains of ScO4(OH)2 octahedra around their 

long axes in response to increasing temperature was observed both experimentally and computationally for 
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MIL-53(Sc). The extent of rotation can be quantified using the angle formed between the two planes defined 

by the two Sc–μ2-O–Sc groups (shown as dashed lines in Figure 2). This angle is 0 ° in the as-prepared 

framework structure, MIL-53(Sc)-DMF(removed), the starting configuration for all the three simulations. 

Experimentally the angles were found to be 36 and 0 ° for the structure at 100 and 623 K, respectively (Figure 

2). As it is clearly shown in Figure 2, the AIMD simulations were able to capture almost quantitatively the 

rotations of the Sc hydroxide chains observed experimentally at the different temperatures, in addition to the 

accurate reproduction of the cell expansions seen in Table 1. As suggested by these correct predictions of the 

various MIL-53(Sc) structures, our AIMD simulation-based modeling approach might serve as a means for 

assisting determination of other forms of MIL-53(Sc) and other MOF structures. Note, the onset of applying 

the AIMD methodology to a MOF is to establish the capability of chosen DFT functional in describing the 

system chemistry.
48

 Equally important is that the choices of simulation parameters (such as basis set) also 

need a careful justification (see the SI for method validation in the case of MIL-53(Sc)).  

Moreover, it is worth noting that the AIMD simulations yielded the correct MIL-53(Sc) structures at the 

different temperatures without inputting any prior knowledge of the target structures. This level of 

predictability cannot be easily achieved by computational approaches based on energy minimization at 0 K. 

Therefore, these results show that the entropic effects resulting from molecular motion are successfully 

included in the AIMD approach. Furthermore, the AIMD simulations provided a dynamic picture on the 

molecular level for helping interpret the cell evolution with increasing temperature. In the AIMD simulations, 

we observed significantly larger rotational and vibrational movements of the phenyl rings of the terephthalate 

ligands of the framework at 623 K. Given that the ligand length is almost invariant upon deformation, in order 

to accommodate these large movements of the phenyl rings, the two Sc hydroxide chains corresponding to the 

short diagonal of the rhombic cross section of the channel have to move away from each other. At the same 

time, they continue to rotate until becoming parallel to each other, ultimately resulting in cell expansion and 

the higher symmetry adopted by the solid at 623 K. Interestingly, despite large movements of the phenyl rings 

being observed in our simulation at 623 K, no complete “flipping” of the rings has been found for duration of 

ca. 20 ps (neither at the lower temperatures). Although the time frame may be too short to establish conclusive 

evidence, our simulations suggest “flipping” be prevented (probably sterically) in less open forms of MIL-

53(Sc), which agrees well with our recent 
2
H NMR data of the solid measured at 400 K.

49
 

As a further step to elucidate the structural response of MIL-53(Sc) to temperature variation, energetic 

information was extracted from the simulations. The potential energies of the three energy-minimized, time-

averaged AIMD structures are given in Table 2 together with that of the starting structure (calculation details 

are provided in the SI). It thus can be confirmed unambiguously that the cp structures are indeed energetically 

favored, corroborating the experimental observations that the solid contracted to adopt the cp form upon 

removal of the guest molecules (water or DMF) from the framework.
11,14

 The data in Table 2 also show that 
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there is a correlation between the framework potential energy and volume, indicating that the structure 

becomes increasingly energetically unfavorable as it expands.  

 

 

Figure 2. Comparison of the rotation of the Sc hydroxide chains in the AIMD-simulated (upper) and 

experimental (lower) structures at 100 (left) and 623 (right) K. Dashed line represents the plane of the infinite 

Sc–μ2-O–Sc chains. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.  

 

The influence of dispersion (or van der Waals) interactions on the MIL-53(Sc) structure needs to be 

emphasized. A complementary AIMD simulation starting with the cp structure (obtained at 100 K with 

dispersion-corrected DFT a priori) was performed at 100 K employing only DFT, which is known to account 

poorly for dispersion interactions.
48,50,51

 It was found that the initial cp framework gradually opened and the 

unit cell volume increased by 30% within 3 ps in the AIMD simulation (Figure S8a in the SI), clearly 

demonstrating that the dispersion interactions play a pivotal role in maintaining the cp structure. The herein 

established understanding of the importance of dispersion interactions in determining the MIL-53(Sc) 

structure is in good agreement with the literature findings for other flexible MOFs.
20,36,52

  

Figure 3 provides a structural basis for understanding the relative stabilities of the cp and vnp structures as 

suggested by the energy difference (Table 2). In the cp structures (at both 100 and 293 K) the two opposite Sc 

hydroxide chains corresponding to the short diagonal of the rhombic cross section of the channel are present 

in an energetically favorable conformation. That is the hydrogen atom of every hydroxyl group interacts 

strongly with the nearest oxygen atom of the carboxylate group belonging to the opposite chain with the 

39  

36  0  

7  

100 K ↓

Experimental →

Simulated →

623 K ↓
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interatomic distances being 2.05 and 2.15 Å at 100 and 293 K, respectively. In contrast, the formation of such 

strong and directional hydrogen bonds does not occur in the vnp structure, as suggested by the distance 

between the pair being 3.8 Å, resulting from the different alignment of the chains at 623 K compared to the 

configurations in the cp structures (Figure 3). From this comparison it follows that the predominant hydrogen 

bonds formed between the two opposite inorganic chains give rise to large intra-framework interactions which 

in turn results in the cp structures being more stable than the vnp structure (Table 2). This energetic 

information complements the dynamic picture of the structural transformations upon the action of temperature 

obtained from the AIMD trajectories in explaining why the vnp structure only can be realized at much higher 

temperatures. The larger variations and rotations within the framework (larger kinetic energies) resulting from 

the higher temperature help to overcome the strong intra-framework interactions present in the cp form and 

eventually stabilize the structure in a relatively high potential energy configuration (i.e., vnp). 

 

Table 2. Calculated Potential Energies for the Various MIL-53(Sc) Framework Structures
a
 

MIL-53(Sc)-i ∆E (kJ mol
-1

) ∆V (Å
3
) 

cp(100 K) 0.0 0.0 

cp(293 K) 3.4 26.7 

vnp(623 K) 194.6 292.6 

DMF(removed) 359.6 935.0 
a
 Potential energy (∆E) and volume (∆V) per MIL-53(Sc) framework consisting of 8 ScO4(OH)2 units. Both 

values are reported for the particular framework with respect to those of the MIL-53(Sc)-cp structure 

simulated at 100 K. Note all energies were determined by single-point calculations where the same exchange-

correlation grid (constant density of grid-points) was used. 

 

 

Figure 3. Illustration of the different conformations of the two opposite Sc hydroxide chains in the cp and vnp 

forms of MIL-53(Sc). The hydroxyl groups in the central channel, together with their nearest oxygen atoms of 

the carboxylate groups belonging to the opposite chain, are color coded: white, hydrogen; and red, oxygen. 

cp vnp
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2.2 Structural Response to CO2 Adsorption at 196 K  

Adsorption isotherm and in situ XRPD patterns  

The CO2 adsorption behavior of dehydrated MIL-53(Sc) at 196 K, reported previously,
11

 is shown in Figure 

4a. In the adsorption branch of the isotherm, negligible amounts of CO2 are adsorbed up to 0.05 bar. After 

that, a first step with adsorption of around 2 – 3 mmol g
-1

 is observed, followed by a second step (starting at 

ca. 0.75 bar) to an uptake of around 13 mmol g
-1

. The in situ XRPD patterns collected on the MIL-53(Sc) 

sample during the CO2 adsorption at 196 K (Figure 4b) show a remarkable phase evolution of the structure as 

a function of the CO2 pressure. The initial structure after outgassing is the cp form, which has no apparent 

porosity to accommodate any measurable amount of CO2. This is evident from both the adsorption isotherm 

and the pattern collected at 0.03 bar, which is largely identical to the one collected on the starting, evacuated 

solid. As the partial pressure of CO2 is increased, characteristic XRPD peaks appear at the same pressure 

regions where the steps in the adsorption isotherm can be observed, displaying a clear correlation between the 

structural transformations and the amounts of CO2 adsorbed. At 0.148 bar, corresponding to the beginning of 

the first plateau in the adsorption branch, a new XRPD signature can be observed and it continues to be 

distinguishable up to higher pressures. The uptake of 2 – 3 mmol g
-1

 might be accommodated by either an int 

form where one-half of the channels are partially open and the others are closed (Figure 1c) or by a np form 

where all channels are partially open (Figure 1d). Note that both forms are observed for MIL-53(Fe) with CO2 

adsorbed.
13

 Further investigations were conducted to determine the structural form and are discussed in detail 

below. After this initial period of low uptake (ca. 2 – 3 mmol g
-1

), the second step happens in a much narrower 

pressure region and the complete filling of the pores leads to a new structural phase as suggested by the XRPD 

patterns at the high pressures. However, the existence of the high-pressure form is notably in mixture with the 

other forms observed at the lower pressures. The coexistence of multiple crystallites is similar to the 

previously reported structures of MIL-53(Fe) upon adsorption of (C2 – C4) alkanes.
16

 Interestingly, although 

the XRPD patterns show reversible phase transitions upon desorption, the structure observed at the first 

plateau of the adsorption isotherm rather than the cp form was retained in the final, outgassed solid. This 

somewhat surprising result suggests longer evacuation time (and possibly a more aggressive procedure) may 

be needed to fully re-activate the solid. 
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Figure 4. Adsorption of CO2 on dehydrated MIL-53(Sc) at 196 K followed by XRPD: (a) adsorption and 

desorption isotherms of CO2; and (b) variation of the XRPD patterns with the CO2 pressure. 

 

MIL-53(Sc) structure at low CO2 loadings  

Unambiguous indexing of the pattern at 0.493 bar CO2 pressure proved unsuccessful due to the significant 

peak broadening in the experimental pattern (Figure 4b). Since the patterns at higher loadings show clear 

evidence for the high-pressure form as a highly crystalline phase, there is no indication that the broadening 

was a result of beam damage or other degradation, rather a structural feature associated with a lowering of 

symmetry. Rietveld refinement using starting literature models, including those of MIL-53(Sc), could not be 

performed, as the ambiguity in the unit cell and the broadened features of the experimental pattern preclude a 

suitable model for refinement. On the other hand, conventional computational approaches based on energy 

minimization could not be used to assist the structure determination, since they rely on the prior knowledge of 
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both cell parameters and starting configuration for the target structure.
13,53,54

 Here, we circumvented these 

restrictions by means of the AIMD simulation approach that has already demonstrated the excellent prediction 

of the structural changes in response to temperature variation. Again, the MIL-53(Sc)-DMF(removed) 

structure was used as the starting configuration for the framework while the initial CO2 positions were 

generated by grand-canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations (details are given in the SI).
30

 As MIL-

53(Sc) exhibits the cp form after activation, from a simulation standpoint two scenarios regarding the pore-

opening mechanism exist. That is the CO2 adsorption occurs in either only half or all of the channels, leading 

to the int or np topology, respectively. No conclusive evidence could be established at this stage to verify 

these structural assignments. Therefore, both hypotheses were tested computationally in parallel (details are 

given in the SI). The final energy-minimized, time-averaged AIMD structure for the MIL-53(Sc)-int form has 

a triclinic setting (space group P 1) with simulated lattice parameters of a = 20.658 ± 0.152 Å, b = 21.211 ± 

0.170 Å, c = 7.413 ± 0.093 Å, α = 92.055 ± 0.830 °, β = 88.335 ± 0.547 °, and γ = 38.051 ± 0.445 °. The 

topology of the int phase is characterized by two sets of diamond-shaped channels of different pore size (open 

and closed), doubling the number of atoms in the unit cell of the as-prepared structure (Figure 5a). The 

structure corresponding to the np topology is discussed in detail in the SI.  

 

 

Figure 5. AIMD-simulated MIL-53(Sc)-int structure for a CO2 loading of 2.2 mmol g
-1

. (a) Unit cell viewed 

down the channel direction. (b) Comparison of the experimental XRPD pattern collected at 0.493 bar CO2 

pressure with two simulated patterns. One (in black) was calculated on the energy-minimized, time-averaged 

AIMD structure (illustrated in Figure 5a), while the other (in red) was generated by averaging over a series of 

patterns based on the snapshot structures (of the same AIMD trajectory used to obtain the time-averaged 

structure).  
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First, it is clear from Figure 5b that the experimental XRPD pattern corresponding to the first plateau of the 

CO2 adsorption isotherm compares well to the simulated pattern based on the int structure, thus confirming 

MIL-53(Sc) adopts this form rather than the np form (the corresponding comparison of XRPD pattern is 

shown in Figure S10 in the SI). Furthermore, the int phase can be clearly identified in the experimental 

patterns for pressures ranging from 0.148 to 0.900 bar and during the evacuation (Figure 4b). This int form 

induced by adsorbing CO2 in only one-half of its channels (Figure 5a) is, as expected, similar to the hydrated 

MIL-53(Sc) and the MIL-53(Fe)-int structure (but differing in crystallographic detail). It should be noted that 

the MIL-53(Sc)-int structure is stable during CO2 adsorption, as opposed to the metastable MIL-53(Fe)-int 

structure or the soft mode observed in the Cr solid.
12,16,24

 Remarkably, the AIMD simulation suggests a 

possible explanation for the strong and anisotropic broadening of the experimental XRPD peaks, which 

hindered the application of more conventional approaches to solving the structure. Figure 5b shows that the 

pattern on the averaged structure (i.e., the energy-minimized, time-averaged int structure illustrated in Figure 

5a) gives all the characteristic peaks that are observed in the experimental pattern, but the peaks are too 

narrow, even though the broadening used in the pattern simulation was that observed for the same sample, at 

the same temperature, but in the lp form at higher values of partial pressure of CO2. Averaging a series of 

patterns (the individual patterns are shown in Figure S9 in the SI) based on the snapshots taken during the 

AIMD simulation yielded an even better agreement with the experimental pattern. Therefore, the 

anisotropically-broadened features of the experimental patterns may be interpreted as a result of the motion 

and disorder of the adsorbent-adsorbate structure that is identified by the AIMD simulation. While the (***) 

and (***) reflections, at 4.9 ° and 9.8 ° 2θ, are sharp in experimental and simulated patterns, most other 

reflections are strongly broadened in the experimental pattern, as predicted by the simulation. In summary, 

framework dynamics, often causing a loss of long-range order and hence broad peak shape, has been shown to 

make structure determination difficult by diffraction on its own.
21,55

 Here, the averaged pattern is effectively a 

more realistic representation of the thermally disordered macroscopic sample, thus in better agreement with 

the experimental XRPD pattern. On the other hand, the averaged structure is an idealized model that is more 

“crystalline” than the experimental sample, displaying narrower and sharper peaks. The greater degree of 

order compared to experiment is clearly a result of the artificial periodicity induced by the combination of 

finite simulation cell and periodic boundary conditions imposed.  

A close inspection of the conformations of the CO2 molecules located in the open channels of the int structure 

reveals the microscopic adsorption mechanism. Figure 5a shows that the CO2 molecules are aligned with the 

long diagonal of the rhombic cross section of the channel and are positioned at the center of the pores, 

interacting strongly with the hydroxyl groups of the two opposite Sc hydroxide chains corresponding to the 

short diagonal of the rhombus shape. The CO2 molecules are closely ‘stacked’ along the channel and are 

almost parallel to each other, forming a zigzag-like chain of CO2 along the channel direction as illustrated in 

Figure 6a. Every CO2 molecule is slightly tilted and displaced to favor a conformation where the oxygen atom 

of each CO2 molecule ‘pulls’ the carbon atom of a neighboring CO2 molecule.  
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The radial distribution functions (RDFs)
56

 were utilized to characterize time-resolved conformational changes 

of the adsorbed CO2 molecule with respect to other CO2 molecules and the framework (Figure 6c). The 

characteristic distance between the carbon atoms of two adjacent CO2 molecules, C(CO2)···C(CO2’), is 3.65 

Å, measured by the first distinct peak of the RDF for the pair. Likewise, the RDF plotted for the 

C(CO2)···O(CO2’) pair confirms the close proximity by displaying the first peak centered at 3.30 Å. These 

short distances between adjacent CO2 molecules along the channel give rise to strong CO2-CO2 interactions. 

These observations from our AIMD simulations are in line with the joint experimental and theoretical 

investigation of CO2 adsorption in MIL-53(Cr) reported previously.
31

 However, the distances between 

neighboring CO2 molecules in MIL-53(Sc) are larger than the ones observed in the case of MIL-53(Cr), 

wherein C(CO2)···C(CO2’) and C(CO2)···O(CO2’) were 3.40 and 3.15 Å, respectively. This might be 

explained partly by the larger c dimension of the MIL-53(Sc) unit cell resulting from the larger ionic radius of 

Sc
3+

. 

 

 

Figure 6. AIMD-simulated MIL-53(Sc)-int structure for a CO2 loading of 2.2 mmol g
-1
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CO2 molecules and hydroxyl groups are color coded: white, hydrogen; gray, carbon; and red, oxygen. (c) 

Radial distribution functions computed over the last 10 ps of the AIMD simulation.  

More significantly, our AIMD simulations show the formation of electron donor-acceptor (EDA) complexes 

between the CO2 molecules and the framework. As illustrated in Figure 6a, each adsorbed CO2 molecule is 

situated in close proximity of a hydroxyl group. The CO2 and hydroxyl group are ‘bridged’ by a double 

interaction (Figure 6b), i.e., the C(CO2)···O(μ2-OH) and O(CO2)···H(μ2-OH) interactions, which can be 

confirmed by the corresponding RDFs where characteristic peaks are centered at 3.15 and 2.25 Å, 

respectively. Moreover, the fact that the C(CO2)···O(μ2-OH) distance (3.15 Å) is shorter than the 

C(CO2)···O(RCOO) distance (3.55 Å) demonstrates that the carbon atom of the CO2 molecule interacts 

preferentially with the oxygen atom of the hydroxyl group over that of the carboxylate group of the 

framework. In other words, the EDA complex is formed between the C(CO2) acting as the electron acceptor 

and the O(μ2-OH) acting as the electron donor. Our AIMD simulations thus provided a first evidence for the 

nature of the strong CO2-framework interactions in the MIL-53(Sc)-int structure. The CO2 location, relative to 

the hydroxyl group of the framework, deduced from our AIMD simulation (Figure 6) is in good agreement 

with several literature findings. That is, similar C(CO2)···O(μ2-OH) EDA complexes have been reported for 

CO2 adsorption in MIL-53(Cr) and non-functionalized MIL-53(Fe).
13,31,57

 However, further experimental 

investigations such as infrared spectroscopic measurements are necessary to judge the accuracy of this 

modeling prediction.
57

 The strong CO2-CO2 interactions present in the int structure are essential for facilitating 

the observed C(CO2)···O(μ2-OH) EDA complexes (see further discussion in the SI). This EDA-related 

phenomenon has been explored by several DFT studies in various MIL-53 solids.
13,31

 In those studies, the CO2 

molecule was typically placed inside the framework initially by the simulator. The different CO2 

configurations relative to the framework were then examined by the energy minimization calculations at 0 K, 

in which, however, one normally would not expect to see dramatic steric changes. In contrast, our simulations 

arrived at the final configurations starting from a completely different picture, as clearly demonstrated by the 

structural evolution of MIL-53(Sc)-int during the course of the AIMD simulation given in the SI. In passing, 

we note that the dispersion interactions again were found to be crucial for stabilizing the int structure. It can 

be seen in Figure S8b (in the SI) that the volume of the CO2-loaded framework increased by more than 60% 

within 3 ps in the AIMD simulation where dispersion corrections were not applied to the DFT calculations.  

 

MIL-53(Sc) structure at high CO2 loadings  

The structural phase observed at the high CO2 pressures (0.611 – 0.900 bar) was also determined by AIMD 

simulations as described in the SI. The final energy-minimized, time-averaged MIL-53(Sc)-lp structure has an 

orthorhombic unit cell with lattice parameters of a = 7.354 ± 0.100 Å, b = 17.155 ± 0.112 Å, c = 13.442 ± 

0.068 Å, α = 90.000 ± 0.580 °, β = 90.000 ± 0.561 °, and γ = 90.000 ± 0.546 °, in very good agreement with 
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the experimentally indexed orthorhombic Imma cell with parameters of a = 7.310(1) Å, b = 17.029(2) Å, and 

c = 13.504(1) Å. 

 

In parallel, since the lattice parameters of the lp structure were known from the experiment, we used them to 

identify the atomic positions of the framework atoms applying a procedure based on molecular energy 

minimization calculations explained previously.
58-60

 Thereafter, we included and optimized the positions of 

the adsorbed CO2 molecules using GCMC simulations (full details are given in the SI). Figure 7 compares the 

experimental XRPD pattern collected at 0.900 bar CO2 pressure with simulated patterns based on the two 

computationally anticipated structures (models 1 and 2). Both modeling approaches, i.e., the AIMD 

simulation and the energy minimization in conjunction with the experimental unit cell, were able to assist 

structure determination of the lp phase. While the energy minimization-based approach is computationally 

much less expensive and is therefore the obvious choice when the cell parameters are known experimentally, 

the computationally more expensive AIMD is the only viable option if the experimental cell parameters are 

not known a priori.  

The AIMD simulations indicate that 16 CO2 molecules can be accommodated per unit cell of the lp structure 

while the maximum uptake observed experimentally is around 13 mmol g
-1

 (corresponding to ca. 12 CO2 per 

unit cell). This suggests that a fraction of the pores in the solid remain closed even at this high uptake in line 

with the in situ XRPD measurements (Figure 4b) which suggest the coexistence of int and lp phases. It can 

thus be concluded that during CO2 adsorption two structural transformations occur, i.e., cp → int → lp, and 

MIL-53(Sc) adopts a mixture of two phases over a wide range of pressure, probably due to kinetic restrictions.  

In contrast to the clear establishment of C(CO2)···O(μ2-OH) EDA complexes – where the CO2 molecule is 

strongly “anchored” by the hydroxyl group – in the AIMD simulation of the int form (Figure 6), the situation 

in the lp form is markedly different. The lp simulation indicates C(CO2) no longer exclusively interacts with 

O(μ2-OH), but rather shows more frequent preferential arrangements with O(RCOO). In addition, the 

interatomic distances of the pairs defined in Figure 6c are consistently smaller compared to the ones in the int 

form, due to the condensation of CO2 in the pores at this high loading (16 CO2 per unit cell). These 

observations are in line with the findings made for adsorption of small gas molecules in the lp MIL-53(Cr) or 

MIL-47 solids.
33,35,61,62
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Figure 7. Comparison of the experimental pattern collected at 0.900 bar CO2 pressure with two computational 

lp models: 1 was realized by AIMD simulations and 2 was generated through a combination of GCMC 

simulations and energy minimizations in conjunction with the experimental unit cell. Diffraction peaks 

marked with (*) indicate residual MIL-53(Sc)-int and were excluded when fitting MIL-53(Sc)-lp and 

comparing simulated patterns. Model 2 yields a better agreement with the experimental pattern, as the Rwp 

values are ~10% and ~8% for models 1 and 2, respectively.  

 

Energetics of the different forms and structural transformations  

Further fundamental insight into the different structural forms of MIL-53(Sc) upon CO2 adsorption can be 

obtained by analyzing the potential energy of the framework structures and pore-opening energy of the 

structural transformations. Table 3 summarizes the potential energy determined for each empty framework, 

i.e., the CO2 molecules were not included in the calculations (computational details can be found in the SI). 

Combining the potential energies of the vnp and DMF-removed, as-prepared frameworks reported in Table 2, 

it is clear that the cp structures are indeed the global minimum for a given temperature, because the energy of 

any other form is positive with respect to that of the cp form. It can also be seen that the more open the 

structure is, the more energetically unfavorable it becomes (Tables 2 and 3). This decreasing structural 

stability with the expanding framework can be largely attributed to the decrease of dispersion in the lesser and 

lesser dense structure (see Figure S13 in the SI). The only outlier is the int structure which is more stable than 

the vnp structure regardless of having a larger cell volume. This can be rationalized by the fact that the int 

structure has one-half of its channels remaining in the cp form which has a much lower energy than the vnp 

form.  

It should be emphasized that the calculated potential energy of the various forms of MIL-53(Sc) is the internal 

energy (at 0 K) of the particular framework configuration induced by either the increasing temperature or the 
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CO2 adsorption. That is this energetic information can be indicative of the relative stability of the different 

empty framework structures but does not necessarily convey speculation on the actual structural 

transformation in response to an external stimulus. To be specific, in the absence of guest molecules, 

increasing the temperature converts the cp to the vnp and not the int, although this might be counter-intuitive 

if solely taking into account the potential energy differences between the three forms. The reason why the vnp 

form rather than the int form is adopted by the solid at 623 K is that the large kinetic energy due to the high 

temperature acts on the whole framework rather than only part of it. This means that the empty int framework 

cannot be maintained at 623 K because the closed half of the structure would restrict large motions which are 

inevitable at this high temperature. This is in essence the same as the fact that the vnp form is observed in 

place of the cp form at 623 K, even though the cp phase has the lower potential energy.  

The relative stabilities of the various structural forms indicated by the energy differences thus allow us to 

interpret the different breathing behaviors of the MIL-53 solids upon evacuation from an energetic 

perspective. Removing guest molecules from the MIL-53(Sc) framework always results in the cp structure, 

because it is the most energetically favored. In contrast, outgassed MIL-53(Cr) adopts the lp phase, in line 

with a previous theoretical study in which the dehydrated lp structure was found to be lower in energy than its 

np counterpart.
28

 

 

Table 3. Potential Energies for the Empty MIL-53(Sc) Structures and Pore-Opening Energies for the Different 

Structural Transformations  

MIL-53(Sc)-i ∆E
a
 (kJ mol

-1
) ∆V

a
 (Å

3
) 

cp 0.0 0.0 

int
b
 146.6 334.1 

np
b
 318.9 661.6 

lp
b
 644.5 1733.5 

pore-opening energy
c
 (kJ mol

-1
) 

cp(0.0) → int(2.2) -77.3 

cp(0.0) → np(2.2) +95.8 

int(2.2) → int(3.3) -57.7 

int(2.2) → np(3.3) +89.6 
a
 Framework potential energy (∆E) and volume (∆V) per 8 ScO4(OH)2 units relative to those of the cp 

structure simulated at 100 K. 

b
 Prior to calculation CO2 molecules were remove. 

c
 Energy required for the particular structural transformation. The framework topology is given in italic and 

the CO2 loading in mmol g
-1

 is given in parentheses 

Note all energies were determined by single-point calculations where the same exchange-correlation grid 

(constant density of grid-points) was used.  
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Given a particular amount of CO2 adsorbed, the energy required for different structural transformations to 

accommodate the uptake was determined to elucidate the phase evolution in response to CO2 adsorption 

(Table 3). As a first approximation, the sorption-induced pore-opening energy can be estimated from the 

energy difference before and after uptake of a certain amount of CO2 (calculation details can be found in the 

SI). The energy needed to open the cp structure to form the int or np topology is -77.3 or +95.8 kJ mol
-1

, 

respectively. The negative pore-opening energy confirms that the int structure can be expected to be formed as 

a result of exposure of the MIL-53(Sc)-cp to CO2. In contrast, the large positive value in the case of the np 

structure entails the need for a significant amount of external energy to initiate the pore opening thus 

providing further evidence that in the experiment only the int structure is formed. To ascertain the preferential 

structural transformation for further CO2 adsorption starting from the int structure with a loading of 2.2 mmol 

g
-1

 (4 CO2 per unit cell of the int structure), we proceeded to consider a higher uptake of 3.3 mmol g
-1

 (6 CO2 

per unit cell of the int structure). Two scenarios were investigated: (1) the additional CO2 adsorption occurred 

in the already open channels, thus maintaining the int topology; and (2) the initially closed channels were 

opened due to the uptake, leading to a np topology. A schematic representation of the two structural 

transformations can be found in Figure S4 in the SI. The pore-opening energies were found to be -57.7 and 

+89.6 kJ mol
-1

 for the int(2.2) → int(3.3) and int(2.2) → np(3.3) transformations, respectively. This indicates 

that upon CO2 adsorption the MIL-53(Sc) solid favors saturating the open channels over initiating new 

openings of the closed ones, corroborating the in situ XRPD patterns which suggest the presence of the int 

phase up to high CO2 partial pressures. 

 

3. Conclusions  

The breathing behavior of the MIL-53(Sc) solid in response to temperature variation and CO2 adsorption was 

probed and elucidated through a joint experimental and computational investigation. The AIMD simulation-

based approach was first demonstrated to predict accurately the cp and vnp forms of MIL-53(Sc) at the 

different temperatures. With the increasing temperature, not only were the cell expansions quantitatively 

predicted but the subtle differences between the rotations of the Sc hydroxide chains were also correctly 

captured. Combining the same modeling approach with the in situ XRPD experiments, the structural 

transformations of MIL-53(Sc) upon the CO2 adsorption were studied. The significantly broadened XRPD 

peaks of the phase at 0.493 bar CO2 pressure posed a hurdle to structure determination by commonly adopted 

methods such as Rietveld refinement or energy minimization. We therefore carried out AIMD simulations that 

allowed the solvent-removed, as-prepared framework with the CO2 loadings of interest to evolve freely at the 

experimental temperature. The simulations successfully facilitated the determination of the MIL-53(Sc)-int 

structure for the phase (at 0.493 bar) corresponding to the first plateau of the CO2 adsorption isotherm (ca. 2 – 

3 mmol g
-1

). While AIMD simulations were the only viable choice to identify the int structure, the lp phase 

with the unit cell indexed experimentally was successfully solved by both the AIMD and energy 
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minimization-based approaches. The latter is of course more computationally efficient and, therefore, should 

be used to predict atomic positions of the structure when the cell parameters are available.  

Apart from assisting the structure determinations, the AIMD simulations further provided the molecular-level 

dynamic and energetic information that helped to reveal the nature of the structural responses of MIL-53(Sc) 

to the external stimuli. The dynamical properties of the system as suggested by the corresponding AIMD 

trajectory were successfully used to explain, for example, the higher symmetry adopted by the solid at 623 K 

and the EDA complex formed between the CO2 molecule and the framework. Equally insightful was the 

energetic information extracted from the AIMD simulations. The calculated framework potential energies 

provided an indication of the relative stability of the various identified structural forms, while the calculated 

pore-opening energies helped to interpret the experimentally observed phase transitions upon CO2 adsorption.  

This work is to the best of our knowledge the first systematic demonstration of applying AIMD simulations to 

studying the flexibility of MOFs upon temperature variation and adsorption uptake. A special focus was on 

showcasing the applicability of the methodology to assisting structure determinations when the more 

conventional techniques failed. Since the energies and forces are calculated by chosen QM method ‘on the 

fly’, AIMD simulations are likely to permit investigation of a larger number of flexible MOFs 

computationally than force field-based approaches. For example, the effects of the nature of the metal on the 

breathing of the MIL-53 solids with different metals have not yet been fully understood or pursued in parallel 

by MD simulations. On the basis of reproducing correctly the different breathing behaviors by AIMD 

simulations, the first-principles descriptions of the MIL-53 variants obtained from those simulations might 

help to diminish the knowledge gaps in our understanding of the phenomena. Last but not least, as 

demonstrated by the successful identification of the MIL-53(Sc)-int structure in this work, AIMD simulations 

can be really predictive and are certainly worth exploring in a wider context in the field of MOFs and other 

flexible and dynamic microporous solids.  

 

4. Methods 

4.1 Experimental Details  

The MIL-53(Sc) sample used for the in-situ measurements was prepared via the reported method.
11

 A typical 

reaction for the preparation of MIL-53 was prepared using a solution of scandium nitrate hydrate, terephthalic 

acid, pyridine and N,N-dimethylformamide in a molar ratio (Sc(NO3)3·3H2O) : H2BDC : C5H5N : DMF of 1 : 

1 : 15 : 200. The solution was then thoroughly mixed by stirring at room temperature and heated at 463K for 

40 hours in a Teflon lined stainless-steel PARR autoclave. Following the reaction, samples were filtered and 

washed thoroughly with either DMF or ethanol and dried in a drying oven at 323 K. In preparation for the gas 

loading measurements, samples were ground and packed into 0.7 mm quartz capillaries and a glass wool plug 
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was inserted to prevent the powder from moving upon evacuation. The capillary was attached to a goniometer 

head with an attached gas line allowing connection to the pressure control board and turbo pump. Samples of 

MIL-53(Sc) were activated at 623 K for 10 hours in a tube furnace prior to the experiment and again at 373 K 

under evacuation with the turbo pump to ensure complete removal of guest species from within the pores. Gas 

was manually dosed into the system in small increments and the exact pressure was recorded from the 

attached gauge. The pressure steps selected were based on the adsorption isotherm to gain in-situ data for all 

the structural forms predicted to occur over the course of the CO2 isotherm, i.e., the closed-pore structure 

upon activation, an intermediate structure from ca. 0.2 – 0.7 bar, and the fully loaded form (MIL-53(Sc)-lp). 

Data were collected at Diamond Light Source beamline I-11 using a position-sensitive detector (PSD) 

comprising 18 MYTHEN-II detector modules covering the angular range of 0 – 90 ° 2θ with an angular 

resolution of 0.005 °. Due to the small gap between detector modules, two datasets were collected 0.25 ° apart 

and the data were merged to give a continuous dataset. The datasets presented here and used in the Rietveld 

refinement were merged from two 8 second data collections which allowed for rapid in-situ monitoring of the 

evacuation, dehydration and adsorption processes to ensure observed changes were completed before 

continuing. 

 

4.2 Computer Simulations 

All AIMD simulations and DFT-based geometry optimization calculations were performed employing DFT 

(with periodic boundary conditions and P 1 symmetry) as implemented in the QUICKSTEP
63

 module of the 

CP2K
56

 simulation package. Energies and forces were calculated with the Gaussian plane wave scheme
63,64

 

which uses a dual basis set method. This is that a linear combination of Gaussian-type orbitals is used to 

describe the Kohn-Sham molecular orbitals while the electron density is described by an auxiliary plane-wave 

basis set. A double-ζ valence plus polarization basis set, in conjunction with the relativistic, norm-conserving 

Goedecker-Teter-Hutter pseudopotentials, was used for all elements other than Sc, which was described by 

the MOLOPT basis set.
65-68

 All calculations were done using the Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP)
69,70

 exchange-

correlation functional with semiempirical dispersion corrections to the energies and gradients from the DFT-

D3
71

 method, unless explicitly stated otherwise. Born-Oppenheimer MD simulations were carried out in the 

isobaric-isothermal ensemble (NPT; constant number of particles, pressure, and temperature). Note that in all 

the AIMD simulations carried out in this contribution both the shape and dimensions of the simulation box 

could vary and no constraints were applied to any degree of freedom of the system. Extensive computational 

details on the calculation setup and modeling procedures can be found in the SI. 
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